CHEERED ON BY A HOST OF A-LIST FANS

JUSTIN
TIMBERLAKE
PUTS ON A SHOW FIT FOR A PRINCE AND
CREATES A CHILD STAR AT THE SUPER BOWL

Ryan McKenna – a.k.a. the Selfie Kid – enjoys his 15 minutes of
fame as Justin Timberlake wades into the stands and encourages
the teen to snap a photo (left). Below: Pink, pictured with daughter
Willow, belted out the National Anthem despite being sick with the
flu (husband Carey Hart said he was ‘beyond proud’); and Gisele
Bündchen consoled her husband, Patriots quarterback Tom Brady.
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hat an electrifying night!
From flu-ridden Pink’s
W
powerful rendition of the nation-
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The Eagles soar! From top:
Winning quarterback Nick Foles
and infant daughter Lily (in pink
headphones) celebrate the
team’s historic win; actor Bradley
Cooper and wife Irina Shayk
whoop it up; Justin Timberlake’s
Stella McCartney outfit channels
his new Man of the Woods
album; Dax Shepard strikes a
pose with Eagles cheerleaders.

al anthem and Justin Timberlake’s electrifying halftime show
to the incredible runs, tackles and
knockouts, Super Bowl LII, at
Minneapolis’s U.S. Bank Stadium,
was an action-packed thriller.
Whether cheering on the Philadelphia Eagles or the hotly favoured New England Patriots, the
A-listers on hand couldn’t hold
back their enthusiasm, with stars
like Jennifer Lopez, Bradley
Cooper and Jimmy Fallon all
caught up in the merriment.
Justin, who released his new
Man of the Woods album two days
earlier, clearly relished his return
to the halftime spotlight; the last
time was with Janet Jackson in
2004 (the year of the infamous
“wardrobe malfunction”).
Dressed in a Stella McCartney camouflage suit and
deer-emblazoned shirt and
backed by dozens of dancers, the “Can’t Stop the
Feeling” singer delighted
with a medley of old and new
hits and even sat down at the
piano for an intriguing
“duet” with late singer Prince,
who was projected on video.

At one point, Justin bolted into
the stands and snapped a selfie
with a thrilled young fan. “My
phone just exploded!” said Ryan
McKenna, 13, who acquired
8,000 new followers on social
media overnight.
Watched by 67,000 fans, the
Eagles beat the Patriots by 41-33
to earn their first Super Bowl title
– prompting supermodel Gisele
Bündchen to comfort her husband, losing quarterback Tom
Brady, with these sweet words, “To
my love, we are incredibly proud
of you because we are able to see
every day all the commitment, sacrifice and hard work that you have
devoted to become the best in
what you do.”
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